The ASI/NASA G. Marconi Orbiter (GMO) will provide relay communications, timing and radiometric services to spacecraft approaching Mars and to relay users in the vicinity of Mars from 2008 to 2018. GMO will increase the quantity of data that relay users can send to Earth by orders of magnitude and dramatically increase the time during which operators on Earth can be in contact with robotic explorers on Mars. The GMO design team is developing standard processes and interfaces in cooperation with the designers of other Mars orbiters to enable relay users to easily access multiple relay orbiters.
Introduction
Nearly every orbiter sent to Mars beginning with the Viking orbiters in 1976 has carried a relay radio to facilitate communications between ground stations on Earth and robotic explorers (hereinafter "assets") at or near Mars.' Relay radios have numerous benefits to in-situ Mars elements: Range2, which is proportional to the radiated power needed to transmit data from a sender to a receiver, is 75 dB to 122 dB lower for communications with a Mars relay orbiter than for communications directly with Earth.
Depending on its orbit, a Mars relay orbiter may be in view for considerably longer periods than Earth is in view.
A Mars relay orbiter can be used to track assets during critical maneuvers, such as Entry, Descent and Landing (EDL), over a much greater range of locations near Mars and with much higher data rates and resilience than direct Earth communications.
A relay orbiter can provide timing and navigation services. Heretofore, all orbiting relay radios at Mars have been on science orbiters whose primary missions have been to gather remote sensing data. Orbit and spacecraft characteristics for such missions are optimized for science experiments, not for relay support. As a result, orbiting relays have nearly always been on spacecraft in low orbits with low performance UHF relay antennas. Multipath interference generated by scientific instrumentation and other extraneous spacecraft elements mounted near relay antennas has also degraded perfonnance.
The G. Marconi Orbiter (GMO) will be the first Mars orbiter optimized for its relay mission -the first true Mars communications satellite. A joint NASA and AS1 project, GMO will be placed into a high orbit designed primarily for relay support. GMO will have both a high performance UHF relay antenna and an X-band relay antenna. This paper briefly describes expected users of the GMO relay, GMO End-to-End Information System (EEIS) design, GMO operations, and test setups. A companion IAF paper' describes the GMO spacecraft.
Mars Relay Network NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter will arrive at Mars two years before GMO, and the CNES Premier orbiter a couple of months after GMO. All three of these orbiters will have Electra relay radios, currently under development by JPL and Cincinnati Electronics. The NetLanders and MSL are each typical of a broad class of landers. NetLanders are limited to brief communications near local noon (to maximize solar power), while MSL can transmit for hours at a time any time during the day. Due to the short and infrequent communications of the NetLanders, they are generally well served by relays on science orbiters. MSL, on the other hand, will gamer huge benefits from the use of GMO. Table 1 below shows daily data retum possible from MSL and fi-om NetLanders through MRO, GMO and Premier, as well as an MSL Direct-To-Earth link. Interfaces between multiple assets and multiple orbiters
Interfaces between multiple orbiter ground systems and multiple asset ground systems
Test and verification of multiple pathways
To facilitate common interfaces for diverse relay elements, the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS)3 developed the Proximity-1 protocol. This protocol, however, covers just the data link and physical layer between the relay user and the relay orbiter. Furthermore, the Proximity-1 protocol can be implemented in several ways -a common application profile is needed for missions to Mars to ensure a well-defined implementation of the protocol that all relay users can rely on.
There is the potential for many differences in how data is processed between relay orbiter and asset Ground Data Systems. Common interfaces are desirable on the ground end of the link as well as the space end so that asset ground system designers need not design multiple interfaces to multiple relay orbiter ground systems.
It is also desirable for relay users to be able to thoroughly test their relay communications links before flight and while their missions are en route to Mars.
* A sol is a Martian day, about 24 hours and 37 minutes.
Reference 4450 km orbit.
These issues are addressed by GMO's End-to-End Information System design, which is being developed in collaboration with the designers of relay user missions and other Mars relay orbiters.
End-to-End Information Svstem The GMO End-to-End Information System (EEIS) design is based upon the following guidelines:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Communications between each asset and its associated Ground Data System (GDS) shall be in the form of data products.
The custody of data products shall be transferred at each major node of the network.
There shall be an accounting of data product transfers at each major node of the network.
Asset spacecraft can use the same interface regardless of which relay spacecraft they are using.
Asset spacecraft can use the same high-level protocol to communicate directly with Earth that they use to communicate through relay orbiters.
The interface between the relay orbiter GDS and the asset GDS must be the same for each relay orbiter.
The GMO EEIS must conform to CCSDS recommendations.
Upper layer protocols used between major network nodes are illustrated in Figure 1 . 
SLE (DTEIDFE)
Custody transfer operates by reliably transferring data products between each major node. Once the sender has received an acknowledgement from the recipient that the recipient has the complete data product, the sender is no longer be responsible for the data product and may erase it ii-om memory.
The CCSDS File Delivery Protocol (CFDP) is normally used for data product transfers between the asset spacecraft and the relay spacecraft, as well as for product transfers between the relay spacecraft and the ground station.
CCSDS Space Link Extension (SLE) services are used for data product transfers between the ground station and the relay GDS. Finally, FTP is used for data product transfers between the relay GDS and the asset GDS.
Direct-To-Earth (DTE) and Direct-From-Earth (DFE) data product transfers utilize CFDP between the ground station and the asset spacecraft and SLE services between the ground station and the asset GDS. Figure 2 shows a more detailed view of alternate information pathways for an asset with the ability to communicate directly with ground stations on Earth. The interfaces between relay and asset Ground Data Systems are being standardized to minimize the interface designs needed for each asset.
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Figure 2. Alternate Asset EEIS Paths
Mission Operations Alenia will operate the GMO spacecraft in Rome and JPL will operate the Electra relay in Pasadena, as shown in Figure 3 . JPL will also navigate the spacecraft, which will be tracked by NASA's Deep Space Network (DSN) and by a new AS1 tracking antenna in Sardinia, Italy. 
MARS PROGRAM elay Support
Relay Testing
The NASA Mars Program requires all missions sent to Mars to maintain communications during critical events -in particular, during entry, descent and landing of probes sent to the surface of the planet. It is very difficult to maintain communications with Earth during such critical events because even if a high gain antenna is available, it normally cannot be pointed during the critical event. Relay links must therefore be used when assets first arrive at Mars. It is thus imperative that proper operation of relay communications be verified before the asset arrives at Mars.
It is difficult to predict the performance of a UHF antenna that is placed on a platform shared with other spacecraft elements. Thus it is difficult to conduct complete tests on the ground. Furthermore, since assets will generally need to be able to communicate through multiple relay orbiters, there needs to be a way to verify performance through two or more relay orbiters. This can be a difficult and unwieldy process. GMO relay test facilities are being designed in conjunction with those of other relay orbiters to facilitate multimission relay tests. Figure 5 shows the major nodes of a typical relay link. Figure 4 shows the nodes could be rearranged for end-to-end relay tests. A simulated or duplicate re-7 lay orbiter data system would be connected to an I Electra relay. These relay tests would verify the en-' tire end-to-end relay process, except for the ground I station. A simulated or duplicate relay orbiter data -2 system would be available for each relay orbiter, and the relay tests could then be conducted at a single location for all of the relay orbiters which the asset mission plans to use.
Figure 4. Multimission End-to-End Relay Tests
This approach can be extended to flight tests after launch of the asset, as illustrated in Figure 5 . In this case, tests can be conducted through multiple simu-1 lated or duplicate relay orbiter data systems while the : asset is close enough to earth to test its relay commu-I nications through a ground station on Earth.
FLIGHT SYSTEM TESTBED I _ _ _ _ _ _ -_ -_ _ Conclusion GMO will add revolutionary capabilities to the Mars relay network, increasing data return by orders of magnitude and fundamentally enhancing the connectivity of the blue planet to the red planet. The GMO design team is coordinating its data and ground system developments with those of other future Mars orbiters to ensure standardized interfaces, which will ease the integration of future relay users into the network and facilitate operations of both the Mars relay network and the users of this network. 
